2015 FIS Host Program
Booklist

Books recommended by students participating in 2015 FIS Host Program
as a way to get a glimpse of life in their home countries

1984 by George Orwell (a student from Egypt)
Age of Ambition by Evan Osnos (a student from China)
Analects of Confucius by Confucius and his followers (a student from China)
Bridget Jones’ Diary by Helen Fielding (a student from the United Kingdom/USA)
Debrett’s New Guide to Etiquette and Modern Manners by John Morgan (a student from the United Kingdom/USA)
Freedom From Fear by Aung San Suu Kyi (a student from New Zealand)
Guru of Love by Samrat Upadhyaya (a student from Nepal)
The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien (a student from England)
Horn of Africa: A First Book by Geraldine Woods and Harold Woods (a student from Kenya)
House of Stone by Christina Lamb (a student from Zimbabwe)
The Knight in the Panther’s Skin by Shota Rustaveli (a student from Georgia)
Kobzar by Taras Shevchenko (a student from Ukraine)
Love in the Time of Cholera by Gabriel Garcia Marquez (a student from Mexico)
Mamita Yunai by Carlos Luis Fallas (a student from Costa Rica)
My Country and My People by Yutang Lin (students from China)
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen (a student from England)
P.S. I Love You by Cecelia Ahern (a student from England)
To Live by Yu Hua (a student from China)
Taste of Apples by Huang Chunming (a student from Taiwan/USA)
The Three Body Problem by Liu Cixin (a student from China)
Unica mirando al mar by Fernando Contreras Castro (a student from Costa Rica)

All works by Emile Zola (a student from France)
All works by Jules Verne (a student from France)
All works by Katherine Mansfield (a student from New Zealand)